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SITUATION PLAN
1:2000

UNIT:E
In this studio the task was to develop a new
addition to Gibraltarvallen to strengthen the
existing urban context. The goal has been to
handle both housing and office structures,
building with wood as a prior material.
In our proposal we started of investigating what
a hybrid solution could be, with the goal to find a
structure that could household multiple functions
which then could change during the lifetime of
the building.

ALL SEPARATE UNITS

The idea is based on units with qualities that are
useful for both housing and working situations,
with the possibility to alter between functions
depending on future demands. There are two
self-sustained units (one middle and one corner),
which can function by themselves or connect
with neighboring units. This gives either 12 units
per floor, or one combined, as well as multiple
variations within this span.
The two units are based on the same principle and
include the same spaces; a private zone, a social
zone, and a functional block which separates the
two. Within the private zone, the rooms are set
back to create a more intimate space, something
that directly affects the outside of the building by a
variation in the façade. The pattern of the setback
rooms is applied both within the building block
as well as on the outside due to the corner units.
The protruding volumes embrace the adjacent
square as well as its opposite street, while the
façade facing Gibraltargatan and Chalmers
matches the straight lines and movement of
neighboring buildings.
Due to a busy city context we´ve chosen to
work with an enclosed volume which enables a
calm atmosphere, however still accessible for
the public. The inner courtyard enhances the
differences of the inside and the outside, giving
additional qualities both to the area as well as the
tenants of the building.

VARYING UNIT
COMBINATIONS

ALL UNITS COMBINED

Except for the work and live units, the building
provides social spaces on ground- and top
floor. While the ground level contains more
public functions, the top floor serves as a social
complement for the tenants to enhance the
working and living experience in the building.
The construction itself is mainly in wood, with
additional concrete stair wells as well as four steel
beams per floor to stabilize the corners. Some
pillars are visible within the apartments, while
most of the construction is cladded. However, the
façade is designed to express the rhythm of the
construction.

STRUCTURE COMPONENTS
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An exterior promenade connects to all
apartments with an intimate atmosphere with a
view over the courtyard. As well as the general
floor plan, the top floor has the same conceptual
idea of small units with the potential of being
connected. Every side is based on four identical
units which can be variated in multiple ways. The
exterior façade is setback in relation to the other
floors, which enables generous terraces.
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1 EVENT SPACE
2 RENTAL OFFICE
3 LAUNDRY ROOM
4 RENTAL APARTMENTS
5 RENTAL STUDIO
6 COMMON ACTIVITY SPACE
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SEVENTH FLOOR
1:200
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GROUND FLOOR
1:200
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1 SERVICE LOUNGE
2 JUICE BAR
3 RENTAL STUDIOS
4 CAFÉ/RESTAURANT
5 SHOPS
6 BICYCLE STORAGE
7 WORKSHOP
8 RECYCLING

Plan 0
1:200

8

There are two ways of entering the building;
either you reach the stairwells through the open
tunnels with the premise of you knowing where
to go. If you are a visitor on the other hand, or
have the agenda of renting a studio or such, you
enter the information center. This function works
as a multipurpose service guiding visitors or
assists with everyday needs of the tenants.

SECTION
1:200
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BUILDING AS A MODULE

Possible to mirror corner unit and change
direction of protruding volume

Possible to mirror entrance tunnel and choose
which side to face

AVERAGE FLOOR PLAN
1:200

SUSTAINABILITY
CONSTRUCTION
Due to the simplicity of the
building design and the
repetitionary system, the
construction will be simplified resulting in a cheaper
and faster building process.

HOUSING

The systematic grid upon
which the floor plan is based
makes it possible to adjust
and rotate the units within,
in multiple variations. The
corner unit can be mirrored,
so that the protruding
volumes on the exterior
facades can flip and change
from one side to the other,
and the entrance tunnels
can be altered to meet
the desired street. This,
together with the possibility
to vary the sizes of the units
in the floor plan, enables the
building to be a hypothetical
module which could be
applied and adapted to
other sites. While the bigger
changes such as direction of
entrances and protruding
volumes are made before
construction, there is a
long-term flexibility in the
floorplans which can be
altered during time.

OFFICE

FLEXIBILITY
The building proves itself to
be flexible in many aspects
regarding
construction,
floor plan, program etc, a
feature making it resilient
in case of future redevelopments.

ENERGY
In using the on-site resource
of Chalmers power central
and the advanced research
plant which focuses on carbon sequestration and conversion of carbon dioxide,
the new development of
Gibraltarvallen is provided
with district heating and
electricity.

This conceptual floor plan shows
different possibilities for how you
could combine the units, both for
office and housing purposes. With
few means, by removing or adding
non-load bearing walls the units can
be expanded or decreased to suit
the purpose of the function.
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Plan 2
1:100

Plan 2
1:100

POSSIBLE HOUSING FURNISHING

POSSIBLE OFFICE FURNISHING

CORNER UNIT, 1:100

CORNER UNIT, 1:100

Plan 2
1:100

Plan 2
1:100

MIDDLE UNIT, 1:100

As an office space the tenants can
vary from small scale businesses to
larger ones which could occupy a
whole floor if needed. Among the
units, they can also vary in how the
spaces are organized and used,
depending on the businesses need
of open vs closed working spaces.
The units are designed to be able to
create additional rooms by adding
walls, such as enclosing the kitchen
or dividing the common space.

Plan 2
1:100

Plan 2
1:100

Through the general structure of
the floor plans the apartments are
supposed to be able to household
a variation of tenants. This example
of the corner unit shows a situation
where the four private rooms are
used as single bedrooms, with a
shared common space. The middle
unit in this case shows another setting
with one big bedroom, a smaller one
as well as an office. The floor plan is
open, however with natural niches
and division of spaces created by the
balcony.

MIDDLE UNIT, 1:100

Plan 2
1:100

Plan 2
1:100
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INTERIOR PERSPECTIVE OF MIDDLE UNIT
HOUSING

INTERIOR PERSPECTIVE OF MIDDLE UNIT
OFFICE
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28 DECKING
SLANTING STUDS
WATER RESISTANT MEMBRANE
22 TOUNGE AND GROOVE
STUDS (VARYING MEASUREMENTS)
120 OUTER INSULATION
150 CLT SLAB
45 STUDS
18 ACOUSTICAL BOARDS

The external cladding serves to protect the
prefabricated timber elements. A varying
thickness of the plywood aims to create a
depth to the façade, as well as a rhythm in
following the built-in construction. The treated
plywood offers a durable and resistant façade
material, able to keep its wooden appearance
over the years.

FACADE PERSPECTIVE

18 PLYWOOD BOARD
300 GLUE LAM PILLAR/INNER INSULATION
UV-/WATER RESISTANT MEMBRANE
27 VERTICAL STUDS/AIR GAP
18 PLYWOOD FACADE BOARD

18 PLYWOOD BOARD
45 VERTICAL WALL STUDS/INNER INSULATION
100 HORIZONTAL WALL STUDS/INSULATION
UV-/WATER RESISTANT MEMBRANE
45 VERTICAL WALL STUDS/OUTER INSULATION
18 PLYWOOD FACADE BOARD

The façade facing Gibraltargatan follows
the direction of the street and the existing
buildings. The primary horizontal direction
through the representation of the beams
crosses the secondary vertical direction of the
pillars, creating a nuanced hierarchy within
the grid of the façade. In the quadrants of
the grid there are both horizontal and vertical
directions of the elements framing the two
sizes of windows.

FACADE FACING GIBRALTARGATAN
1:200

28 DECKING
SLANTING STUDS
WATER RESISTANT MEMBRANE
22 TOUNGUE AND GROOVE
STUDS (VARYING MEASUREMENTS)
125 CLT SLAB
45 STUDS
18 ACOUSTICAL BOARDS

STONE CLADDING
CONCRETE SLAB
450 HEAT INSULATION
MACADAM

The façade facing the adjacent square to
the north include two of the four protruding
volumes, somewhat embracing the square. In
general, the open tunnels aims to open up the
enclosed courtyard through glimpses of visual
connection between the different spaces.

FACADE FACING THE SQUARE
1:200
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DETAIL SECTION
1:20
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